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Sub:
Ref.

Right to Information Act, 2005 - Information furnishing of-reg.
Your RTI appeal dated 15.12.2017

Sir,
This has a reference to your RTI appeal dated 15.12.2018 stating that the information requested in
your RTI application dated 13.11.2017 was false. I have examined the entire issue and the following
information are furnished'
Query Information furnished
No.
Nil information was furnished due to oversight. Family pension in respect of two persons
1.
were pending. Viz. Mrs. Kallyani & Ms Pushpaja. Family pension cases have been already
sanctioned by the Competent Authority and sent to Pension Payment Authority (SFAO) for
authorization. Since, family pension already sanctioned by the Competent Authority"Nir
information was furnished. Papers/files related to the above cases were misplaced by the
then Dealing Assistant. When the files were traced out, immediately they were processed
for sanction by the Competent Authority. Since th'e pension was sanctioned from due date
itself, there was no financial loss to the family pensioner. The delay was not intentional.
2.
The family pension in respect of Smt. Jayanthi was granted with effect from the due date
itself. However, the fixed medical allowance was granted with effect from the ~ate of
sanction of the family pension. Smt. Jayanthi has not put any date in the option form,
hence the Pension Payment Authority (SFAO) has recommended the fixed medical
allowance from the date of sanction. It is a fact that some delay was occurred for
processing the claim. Papers/files related to the above cases were misplaced by the then
Dealing Assistant. When the files were traced out, immediately they were processed for
sanction by the Competent Authority.
3.
Please see reply at 51. No. 1
4.
As mentioned in the reply at 51. No.1 now, all pending family pension cases have been
sanctioned by the Competent Authority and sent to Finance & Accounts Section for
pension authorization. The Sr. Finance & Accounts Officer is on leave upto 03.02.2018. The
pension authorization cases will be attended immediately on his return.
5.
Yes.
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